STRATEGIC
ECO-MANAGER
Simulation Game Specifications for Instructors & Administrators
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GAME
OVERVIEW
Strategic Eco-Manager is an advanced business simulation game for the serious student of sustainable and ethical management.
The game places participants, either solo or in teams, at the helm of a fictional manufacturing company. Over 8-12 rounds, they must navigate the challenge of aligning
decision-making across business functions whilst managing environment, health and safety risk. The aim is to beat their competitors whilst protecting the triple bottom line.
To learn more about Healthcare Hero, check out the teaser video by following the link: https://youtu.be/qNKGAKUYTOQ
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TARGET
LEARNERS
Target

Users

Detail

Experience

Intermediate / Advanced

With its simple interface but dynamic modelling engine, Strategic Eco-Manager is both accessible to relative newcomers to
business management while presenting a real challenge for more experienced players. However, by explicitly introducing

Level

‘optionality’ to the student, in the form of probable payoffs for investments in CSR and environmental risk management
initiatives, it is best suited to undergraduate capstone courses and beyond.

Academic

Undergrad / Masters

Strategic Eco-Manager makes for a natural capstone simulation at undergraduate or master’s level, especially where the

Instruction

MBA, MSc Sustainability

focus is on competitive strategy and sustainability.

Corporate

Team Training, Executive

Strategic Eco-Manager is uniquely positioned to help develop cross-functional understanding and strategic thinking in

Training

Development

executives. By focusing on only the highest-level decisions in each business function, participants learn to understand the
importance of strategic alignment and co-ordination across business functions.
The focus on sustainability and ethics makes the game particular suited to modern executive training programs.

Other uses

Academic Evaluation

Strategic Eco-Manager has a transparent scoring system that allocates weighted points according to players strategic
preferences, the final result of which is an in-game score and ranking that can, to a degree, be scaled according to the

Talent Selection

instructor’s preferences. This transparent scoring system means that the game can be used to assist with grading students
in academic programs or as a talent identification tool for corporate HR purposes.
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KEY
FEATURES
Category

Feature

Game Type

Generalist: Total Enterprise Game

Game Scenario

Automative Accessories Business, 3 products (Car Shampoo, Water Repellent, Tire Sealant) and a 4-year operating history.

Rounds

8 – 12 with each round representing 1 month of business operations

Number of Competitors

>=5 ensures optimal game play

Decision Points #

There are 25 core decisions in the game per round, plus, periodic ‘strategic weighting’ decisions and multiple market research /
information purchase decisions

Decision Types

•
•
•
•
•
•

Strategic Goals
Marketing
Operations
CSR and Environmental Risk Management
HR
Finance

Supporting Courseware

•
•
•
•

Detailed, MBA Style Case Study and FAQs
Over 20 Instructional Videos on Strategic Management and Gameplay
4 x Downloadable Capacity Planning Excel Worksheet
2 x Downloadable Strategy planning guides
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USER
INTERFACE

For 24/7 cloud-based access, Strategic Eco-Manager’s course materials are
delivered via HFX Training’s delivery platform at courses.hfxtraining.com.
For plus and premium users, we can customize your course front page and
curriculum content, including additional materials such as instructional videos, peer
review forms and curriculum compliance quizzes.

Strategic Eco-Manager’s gaming engine has a clean, minimalist design, designed to
facilitate in-game navigation and reduce decision fatigue. Everything can be
accessed via just two pages: the management report page and the decision page.
Historic decisions are downloadable in excel for easy analysis, and the instructor
can track participant performance throughout the game via the additional ‘market’
tab, facilitating quick and easy performance analysis
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GAME
ADMINISTRATION
Category

Detail

Ease of course integration

Can be used a as a standalone capstone module or to support a broader course curriculum, such as hospital financial management,
operations, HR, Marketing etc.

Duration of Simulation

Depending on teaching context, can be played in as little as 14 hours, through to over 90 hours, either in workshops (2 days), or
extensively over weeks or months.

Learning environments

Browser-based game engine & courseware means the game can be delivered online, in-class or in a blended format

User interface

Fully Browser-based

Player Composition

Strategic Eco-Manager puts the students against either other live players, computer-controlled players or a mixture of the two. This
means that the game can be played by:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A Single Player against computer-controlled competition
A Single Team against computer-controlled competition
Two Players against computer-controlled competition
Two Teams against computer-controlled competition
Multiple players against each other and computer-controlled competition
Multiple players against each other
Multiple teams against each other
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Game Engine

The game engine is stochastic and dynamic, meaning that each game’s outcome is unique and contingent on both the individual and
aggregate decisions of the competitors.

Customizability

As standard, Strategic Eco-Manager comes with a number of customizable news items and modelled crises, designed to reflect the
challenges of navigating a dynamic commercial environment.

Single Player Option / Self
processing option

Optionally, Strategic Eco-Manager can be played solo, with players controlling the processing of each round in the game. This is the
game mode that forms the basis of the demo version and instructor training certification level 1.
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GAME
INSTRUCTOR TRAINING
Instructor Training
Requirements

None: Via our ‘Premium’ delivery model, Strategic Eco-Manager can be deployed by instructors with no prior experience of business
simulations. However, going through instructor training certification gives you access to our tiered pricing solutions

Instructor Training
Certification (ITC)

Comes with 3 levels of instructor training certification:

ITC Level 1

A prerequisite to access our ‘Plus’ pricing, ITC 1 puts the instructor through the single player version game as a student.

ITC Level 2

A prerequisite to access our ‘Standard’ pricing, ITC 2 puts gives the instructor ‘tutor-level’ access to the game and guides them through
running the game with only limited HFX administrative support. Only available to instructors with 2 years of delivery at ITC 1 level.

ITC Level 3

A prerequisite to access our ‘Wholesale’ pricing, ITC 3 sets up high volume users (program level integrations) with super-administrator
access to the game platform. Only available to high volume, academic users (200+ p/a) and subject to usage restrictions.
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HOW TO
START
If you would like more information on simulation-based learning, our solutions and pricing, contact us today at
info@hfxtraining.com.
To request a demo of any of our simulations, please contact us via www.hfxtraining.com/request-demo.
_________________________________________

ABOUT
HFX TRAINING
We curate, design, and deliver customized simulation-based training solutions for schools, universities, and businesses
around the world. With decades of experience, we know what works - in the classroom and the boardroom.
Contact us today to find out more: info@hfxtraining.com

